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DESCRIPTION

PASSENGER PROTECTION DEVICE

TECHNICAL FIELD

This invention relates to a passenger protection

device which protects a passenger in an automotive vehicle

at the time of vehicle side collision.

BACKGROUND ART

Conventionally, there is known a collision

determination device which is provided with wall side

acceleration sensors disposed in right and left side walls

of a vehicle and with a central acceleration sensor

(safing sensor) disposed at a central part of the vehicle.

For example, refer to Japanese Laid-Open Patent

Application No. 11-180249.

In this collision determination device, the

integral of an acceleration detected by each of the wall

side acceleration sensors and the central acceleration

sensor is calculated, and when the integral value exceeds

a predetermined threshold, a comparator outputs the

comparison result in order to initiate a passenger

protection unit in the vehicle.

However, in the above-mentioned collision

determination device, if the predetermined threshold is

changed to a larger value in order to prevent the

malfunction of the passenger protection unit, there is a

problem that the passenger protection unit is not

initiated at the time the passenger protection unit should

be initiated because of the larger threshold value.

On the other hand, if the predetermined

threshold is changed to a smaller value in order to
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obviate the above-mentioned inoperability of the passenger

protection unit, there is a possibility that the

malfunction of the passenger protection device is caused

because of the smaller threshold value.

Moreover, the position where the central

acceleration sensor is disposed in the vehicle is farther

from the position where the impact of side collision is

exerted on the vehicle than the positions in which the

side wall acceleration sensors are disposed. Therefore,

there is a possibility that the judgment of the

acceleration detected by the central acceleration sensor

based on the threshold is delayed from the judgment of the

acceleration detected by the side wall acceleration

sensors based on the threshold.

Furthermore, the acceleration detected by the

central acceleration sensor may have the amount of

attenuation that is larger than that of the acceleration

detected by the side wall acceleration sensors. For this

reason, there is a problem that the accuracy of judgment

of the acceleration detected by the central acceleration

sensor based on the threshold is degraded, which may cause

the malfunction of the passenger protection device.

DISCLOSURE OF THE INVENTION

According to one aspect of the invention, there

is provided an improved passenger protection device in

which the above-mentioned problems are eliminated.

According to one aspect of the invention, there

is provided a passenger protection device which is adapted

for initiating a passenger protection unit certainly and

preventing the malfunction of the passenger protection

device.

In an embodiment of the invention which solves



or reduces one or more of the above-mentioned problems,

there is provided a passenger protection device which

comprises: an object detection unit detecting a relative

position of an object in a circumference of a vehicle, to

the vehicle; a side collision prediction unit predicting

that the object is about to collide with a side face of

the vehicle, based on the relative position detected by

the object detection unit; an impact detection unit

detecting an impact of the object on the vehicle side

face; a side collision judgment unit determining whether

the object has collided with the vehicle side face, based

on the impact detected by the impact detection unit; and a

passenger protection unit protecting a passenger in the

vehicle, wherein, when the side collision prediction unit

predicts that the object is about to collide with the

vehicle side face and the side collision judgment unit

determines that the object has collided with the vehicle

side face, the passenger protection unit is initiated.

According to this embodiment, when the side

collision prediction unit predicts that the object is

about to collide with the vehicle side face and the side

collision judgment unit determines that the object has

collided with the vehicle side face, the passenger

protection unit is initiated. Thereby, the malfunction of

the passenger protection device can be prevented and the

passenger protection unit can be initiated certainly.

The above-mentioned passenger protection device

may be configured so that the impact detection unit

includes at least one of a pressure sensor and an

acceleration sensor which detect an impact of the object

on the vehicle side face. The pressure sensor and the

acceleration sensor are provided to detect an impact on

the vehicle side face when the object collides with the
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vehicle side face.

The above-mentioned passenger protection device

may be configured so that the object detection unit

includes at least one of an ultrasonic sensor which

transmits an ultrasonic wave to the object, a radar sensor

which transmits an electric wave to the object, and an

imaging sensor which acquires an image of the object. The

ultrasonic sensor, the radar sensor and the imaging sensor

are provided to detect a relative position of the object

to the vehicle.

The above-mentioned passenger protection device

may be configured so that the passenger protection unit is

an air bag device- disposed in the side face of the vehicle,

ϊ n an embodiment of the invention which solves

or reduces one or more of the above-mentioned problems,

there is provided a passenger protection device which

comprises: a first impact detection unit disposed in a

vehicle side face of a vehicle to detect an impact of an

object on the vehicle side face; a first side collision

judgment unit determining whether the object has collided

with the vehicle side face, based on the impact detected

by the first impact detection unit; a second impact

detection unit disposed in a position different from a

position of the first impact detection unit to detect an

impact of the object on the vehicle side face; a second

side collision judgment unit determining whether the

object has collided with the vehicle side face, based on

the impact detected by the second impact detection unit; a

behavior judgment unit determining whether a behavior of

the vehicle is in an unstable state; and a passenger

protection unit protecting a passenger in the vehicle,

wherein, when the first side collision judgment unit

determines that the object has collided with the vehicle



side face and either the second side collision judgment

unit determines that the object has collided with the

vehicle side face, or the behavior judgment unit

determines that the behavior of the vehicle is in an

unstable state, the passenger protection unit is initiated.

According to this embodiment, when at least one

of a judgment of the second side collision judgment that

the object has collided with the vehicle side face and a

judgment of the behavior judgment unit that the behavior

of the vehicle is in an unstable state is performed and a

judgment of the first side collision judgment unit that

the object has collided with the vehicle side face, the

passenger protection unit is initiated. Thereby, the

malfunction of the passenger protection device can be

prevented and the passenger protection unit can be

initiated certainly.

The above-mentioned passenger protection device

may be configured so that the second side collision

judgment unit determines that the object has collided with

the vehicle side face, when a value of the impact detected

by the second impact detection unit exceeds a

predetermined threshold, and the second side collision

judgment unit reduces the predetermined threshold when the

behavior judgment unit determines that the behavior of the

vehicle is in an unstable state.

The above-mentioned passenger protection device

may be configured so that each of the first impact

detection unit and the second impact detection unit

includes at least one of a pressure sensor and an

acceleration sensor which detect an impact of the object

on the vehicle side face.

The above-mentioned passenger protection device

may be configured so that the first impact detection unit



is disposed in the side face of the vehicle.

The above-mentioned passenger protection device

may be configured so that the second impact detection unit

is disposed at a central part of the vehicle.

The above-mentioned passenger protection device

may be configured so that the behavior judgment unit

determines whether the behavior of the vehicle is in an

unstable state, based on an output signal received from a

vehicle control device which performs a control process to

stabilize an operation of the vehicle.

According to the embodiments of the passenger

protection device of the invention, the malfunction of the

passenger protection device can be prevented and the

passenger protection unit can be initiated certainly.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Other objects, features and advantages of the

present invention will be apparent from the following

detailed description when reading in conjunction with the

accompanying drawings.

FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing the

composition of a passenger protection device in an

embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 2 is a top view of a vehicle showing the

positions where a floor ECU, right and left side collision

sensors, right and left side air bag devices, and right

and left side curtain shield air bag devices are disposed

in the vehicle.

FIG. 3 is a block diagram of the floor ECU of

the passenger protection device in this embodiment.

FIG. 4 is a flowchart for explaining a control

process performed by the passenger protection device in

this embodiment .



FIG. 5 is a block diagram showing the

composition of a passenger protection device in an

embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 6 is a block diagram of the floor ECU of

the passenger protection device in this embodiment.

FIG. 7 is a flowchart for explaining a control

process performed by the passenger protection device in

this embodiment.

BEST MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE INVENTION

A description will now be given of an embodiment

of the invention with reference to the accompanying

drawings .

FIG. 1 shows the composition of a passenger

protection device in an embodiment of the invention. The

passenger protection device 1 in this embodiment is

mainly constituted by a floor ECU (electronic control

unit) 2 which is disposed in a front side of a vehicle.

The floor ECU 2 performs control processing of the

passenger protection device 1 .

The floor ECU 2 is made of a microcomputer and

performs various control processes according to a control

and operation program. The floor ECU 2 includes a CPU

which controls respective elements of the passenger

protection device, a ROM which stores the program for

execution by the CPU, a rewritable RAM (random access

memory) which stores operation results, etc., a timer, a

counter, an input/output interface, etc.

A right side collision sensor 3R which is

disposed in the vicinity of the center pillar (B pillar)

in the center of a right side wall of the vehicle, and a

left side collision sensor 3L which is disposed in the

vicinity of the center pillar in the center of a left side



wall of the vehicle are connected to the floor ECU 2 (see

FIG. 2 ) .

The right side collision sensor (impact

detection unit) 3R is, for example, an acceleration sensor

which mainly detects an acceleration in the vehicle

right/left direction with respect to the vehicle right

side face. The left side collision sensor (impact

detection unit) 3L is, for example, an acceleration sensor

which mainly detects acceleration in the vehicle

right/left direction with respect to the vehicle left side

face.

The right side collision sensor 3R and the left

side collision sensor 3L transmit the detected

acceleration to the floor ECU 2 . In addition, a

semiconductor type G sensor may be used as the above-

mentioned acceleration sensor.

Moreover, right and left side radar sensors 4R

and 4L (object detection unit) for side collision PCS

(pre-crash) detection are connected to the floor ECU 2 .

For example, the radar sensors 4R and 4L are disposed in

the left side and the right side of the vehicle,

respectively. The radar sensors 4R and 4L are provided to

detect a relative position of an object, existing in the

circumference of the vehicle, to the vehicle.

Each of the radar sensors 4R and 4L transmits an

electric wave, such as a millimeter wave and microwave, to

an object in the circumference of the vehicle, such as

another vehicle or an obstacle, generally in a direction

perpendicular to the direction of travel of the vehicle.

Specifically, the right side radar sensor 4R

detects a relative position of a right side object to the

vehicle (distance between the vehicle and the object) , a

relative moving direction of the right side object to the



vehicle, and a moving speed (approaching speed) of the

right side object to the vehicle, based on the reflected

wave from the right side object.

On the other hand, the left radar sensor 4L

detects a relative position of a left side object to the

vehicle (distance between the vehicle and the object), a

relative moving direction of the left side object to the

vehicle, and a moving speed (approaching speed) of the

left side object to the vehicle, based on the reflected

wave from the left side object.

In addition, each of the radar sensors 4R and 4L

computes the distance between the object and the vehicle

and the relative moving direction of the object based on

the relative position of the object, and computes the

moving speed of the object to the vehicle by computing a

differentiation of the distance.

Each of the radar sensors 4R and 4L transmits

the detected position of the object, and the relative

moving direction and the moving speed of the object to the

vehicle, to the floor ECU 2 .

A right side air bag device 5R disposed for the

driver seat in the vehicle side face on the driver's side,

and a left side air bag device 5L disposed for the front

passenger seat in the vehicle side face on the front

passenger's side are connected to the floor ECU 2 .

In each of the right and left side air bag

devices 5R and 5L, the inflator provided therein is driven

in accordance with a control signal received from the

floor ECU 2 , so that the side air bag is deployed by the

inflator. Thereby, the side of each of the passengers who

sit down on the driver's seat and the passenger seat can

be protected by the side air bag devices 5R and 5L.

As shown in FIG. 3 , the floor ECU 2 is



constituted so that the floor ECU 2 includes a side

collision prediction unit 2a which predicts that an object

is about to collide with the vehicle side face, a side

collision judgment unit 2b which determines whether the

object has collided with the vehicle side face, and a main

judgment processing unit 2c which transmits a control

signal to the side air bag devices 5R and 5L based on the

prediction of the collision by the side collision

prediction unit 2a and the judgment of the collision by

the side collision judgment unit 2b.

The side collision prediction unit 2a is

provided to predict that the object concerned is about to

collide with the vehicle side face. In other words, the

side collision prediction unit 2a judges that the

collision of the object with the vehicle side face is in

an inescapable state, or the object is in a dangerous

condition with a high possibility of collision with the

vehicle side face.

Specifically, the side collision prediction unit

2a predicts that a right side object is about to collide

with the vehicle right side, based on the distance between

the right side object and the vehicle right side, and the

relative moving direction and the moving speed of the

object to the vehicle right side, which are detected by

the right side radar sensor 4R.

Moreover, the side collision prediction unit 2a

predicts that a left side object is about to collide with

the vehicle left side, based on the distance between the

vehicle left side and the left side object, and the

relative moving direction and the moving speed of the

object to the vehicle left side, which are detected by the

left side radar sensor 4L.

Specifically, the side collision judgment unit



2b determines that the object has collided with the

vehicle right side, when the acceleration in the vehicle

right/left direction detected by the right side collision

sensor 3R exceeds a predetermined threshold Nl. Moreover,

the side collision judgment unit 2b determines that the

object has collided with the vehicle left side, when the

acceleration in the vehicle right/left direction detected

by the left side collision sensor 3L exceeds the

predetermined threshold Nl.

The main judgment processing unit 2c determines

that the side collision prediction unit 2a predicts that

the object is about to collide with the vehicle, and that

the side collision judgment unit 2b judges that the object

has collided with the vehicle, based on the output value

1" from the AND logic circuit 2d. Then the main judgment

processing unit 2c transmits a control signal to the side

air bag devices 5R and 5L.

In addition, the main judgment processing unit

2c may judge whether the passenger sits down on the seat,

based on an output signal received from a seat sensor 6 ,

such as a load sensor. When it is judged that the

passenger sits down on the seat and that the above-

mentioned collision judgment is carried out (the output

value received from the AND logic circuit 2d is set to

1" ), the main judgment processing unit 2c may transmit a

control signal to the side air bag devices 5R and 5L.

In the embodiment of FIG. 3 , the side collision

prediction unit 2a outputs "1" to the AND logic circuit 2d,

when it predicts that the object is about to collide with

the vehicle. Moreover, the side collision judgment unit

2b outputs "1" to the AND logic circuit 2d, when it judges

that the object has collided with the vehicle.

In the embodiment of FIG. 3 , the AND logic



circuit 2d outputs "1" to the main judgment processing

unit 2c only when the AND logic circuit 2d receives "1"

from the side collision prediction unit 2a and receives

"1" from the side collision judgment unit 2b.

The main judgment processing unit 2c transmits a

control signal to the side air bag devices 5R and 5L based

on the output value "1" received from the AND logic

circuit 2d. When a control signal is received from the

main judgment processing unit 2c, each of the side air bag

devices 5R and 5L is initiated so that the inflator

provided therein is driven and the corresponding one of

the side air bags 5R and 5L is deployed, thereby

protecting the passenger in the vehicle against vehicle

side collision.

Next, a control process performed by the

passenger protection device 1 in this embodiment will be

explained. FIG. 4 is a flowchart for explaining the

control process performed by the passenger protection

device 1 in this embodiment.

For the sake of simplicity of description,

suppose the case in which a right side object collides

with a vehicle right side.

The right side radar sensor 4R detects the

relative position of the object, and the relative moving

direction and moving speed of the object (SlOO) .

The side collision prediction unit 2a determines

whether the object is about to collide with the vehicle

right side, based on the relative position of the object,

the relative moving direction and the moving speed of the

object detected by the right side radar sensor 4R (SIlO) .

The side collision prediction unit 2a outputs

"1" to the AND logic circuit 2d, when it predicts that the

object is about to collide with the vehicle right side



(S120) .

On the other hand, the side collision prediction

unit 2a outputs "0" to the AND logic circuit 2d, when it

predicts that the object is not about to collide with the

vehicle right side (S130) .

Moreover, the right side collision sensor 3R

detects the acceleration of the object to the vehicle

right side at the time when the object collides with the

vehicle right side (S140) .

Based on whether the acceleration detected by

the right side collision sensor 3R exceeds the

predetermined threshold Nl, the side collision judgment

unit 2b judges whether the object has collided with the

vehicle right side (S150) .

The side collision judgment unit 2b outputs "1"

to the AND logic circuit 2d, when it is determined that

the object has collided with the vehicle right side (Sl 60)

On the other hand, the side collision judgment

unit 2b outputs "0" to the AND logic circuit 2d, when it

is determined that the object has not collided with the

vehicle right side (S170) .

The AND logic circuit 2d determines whether "1"

is received from the side collision prediction unit 2a and

the side collision judgment unit 2b (S180) . The AND logic

circuit 2d outputs "1" to the main judgment processing

unit 2c, when "1" is received from the side collision

prediction unit 2a and the side collision judgment unit 2b

(S190) .

On the other hand, the AND logic circuit 2d

outputs "0" to the main judgment processing unit 2c, when

"0" is received from the side collision prediction unit 2a

or the side collision judgment unit 2b (S200) .

The main judgment processing unit 2c transmits a



control signal to the right side air bag device 5R based

on the output value "1" received from the AND logic

circuit 2d. When the control signal is received from the

main judgment processing unit 2c, the right side air bag

device 5R is initiated, so that the inflator is driven and

the right side air bag is deployed (S210) .

Although the case in which an object collides

with the vehicle right side has been described in the

above-mentioned embodiment, a case in which an object

collides with the vehicle left side is essentially the

same as in the above-mentioned embodiment, and a

description thereof will be omitted.

In the passenger protection device 1 of the

above-mentioned embodiment, when it is predicted by the

side collision prediction unit 2a that an object is about

to collide with the vehicle, and it is judged by the side

collision judgment unit 2b that the object has collided

with the vehicle, the side air bag in either of the side

air bag devices 5R and 5L is developed. By this

configuration, the judgment on whether the object has

collided with the vehicle can be carried out certainly,

and the passenger protection unit can be initiated

certainly. Therefore, the malfunction of the passenger

protection device 1 can be prevented, and the passenger

protection unit can be initiated certainly.

Moreover, the collision judgment can be

performed with high precision, without changing the

predetermined threshold Nl of the side collision judgment

unit 2b, and the malfunction of the passenger protection

device 1 can be prevented and the passenger protection

unit can be initiated certainly.

Next, a modification of the above-mentioned

embodiment will be explained.



In the above-mentioned embodiment, the radar

sensors 4R and 4L are used in the passenger protection

device 1 . Alternatively, ultrasonic sensors or imaging

sensors may be used instead, and any combination of the

radar sensors, the ultrasonic sensors, and the imaging

sensors may be used instead.

For example, the ultrasonic sensors are disposed

in the left side and the right side of the vehicle,

respectively. Each ultrasonic sensor transmits an

ultrasonic wave to an object in the circumference of the

vehicle, such as another vehicle and an obstacle. And the

right side ultrasonic sensor detects the distance between

the vehicle and an object on the right side of the vehicle,

and the relative moving direction and moving speed of the

object to the vehicle, based on the reflected wave from

the object. On the other hand, the left side ultrasonic

sensor detects the distance between the vehicle and an

object on the left side of the vehicle, and the relative

moving direction and moving speed of the object to the

vehicle, based on the reflected wave from the object.

Moreover, for example, the imaging sensor is

provided with a camera which captures an image of a side

face of the vehicle, and with an image processing unit

which detects the distance between the vehicle and the

object, and the relative moving direction and the moving

speed of the object to the vehicle, based on the image

captured by the camera.

Next, a description will be given of another

embodiment of the invention. FIG. 5 shows the composition

of a passenger protection device in this embodiment.

In FIG. 5 , the elements which are the same as

corresponding elements in FIG. 1 are designated by the

same reference numerals, and a description thereof will be



omitted.

In the passenger protection device 10 of FIG. 5 ,

a safing sensor (second impact detection unit) 12 which is

disposed at the central part of the vehicle is connected

to a floor ECU 11. The safing sensor 12 is, for example,

an acceleration sensor which detects the acceleration in

the vehicle right/left direction at the time of vehicle

side collision. The safing sensor 12 transmits the

detected acceleration to the floor the ECU 11.

Moreover, in the passenger protection device 10

of FIG. 5 , a vehicle control device 13 which performs a

control process to stabilize operation of the vehicle is

connected to the floor ECU 11. When the behavior of the

vehicle is in an unstable state, the vehicle control

device 13 performs a control process to stabilize the

behavior of the vehicle. Then, the vehicle control device

13 transmits a control start signal which indicates the

start of performance of the control process, to the floor

ECU 11. The floor ECU 11 can recognize that the behavior

of the vehicle has changed into an unstable state, when

the control start signal is received from the vehicle

control device 13.

For example, the vehicle control device 13 is

constituted so that the vehicle control device 13 includes

a VSC (vehicle stability control) device 13a, a VDIM

(vehicle dynamic integrated management) device 13b, an ABS

(anti-lock braking system) device 13c, and an EBD

(electronic brake force distribution, or electronically

controlled damping force distribution control) device.

For example, when the front or rear wheel of the

vehicle has a skid tendency at the time of rapid turning

of the vehicle and the running of the vehicle is in an

unstable state, the VSC device 13a automatically controls



the engine output and the brake device of each wheel in

order to stabilize the running of the vehicle.

At this time, the VSC device 13a transmits a

control start signal to the floor ECU 11. The floor ECU

11 recognizes, when the control start signal is received

from the VSC device 13a, that the behavior of the vehicle

is in an unstable state and the control process to

stabilize the behavior of the vehicle is performed.

As shown in FIG. 6 , the floor ECU 11 is

constituted so that the floor ECU 11 includes a first side

collision judgment unit 11a which determines whether the

object has collided with the vehicle side face, based on

the acceleration detected by the right side collision

sensor (first impact detection unit) 3R and the left side

collision sensor (first impact detection unit) 3L, a

second side collision judgment unit lib which determines

whether the object has collided with the vehicle side face,

based on the acceleration detected by the safing sensor 12,

a behavior judgment unit lie which determines whether the

behavior of the vehicle is in an unstable state, based on

the control start signal from the vehicle control device

13, and a main judgment processing unit H d which

transmits a control signal to the side air bag devices 5R

and 5L.

The first side collision judgment unit H a is

provided to determine that the object has collided with

the vehicle right side, when the acceleration in the

vehicle right /left direction detected by the right side

collision sensor 3R exceeds a predetermined threshold N2 .

And the first side collision judgment unit H a is provided

to determine that the object has collided with the vehicle

left side, when the acceleration in the vehicle right/left

direction detected by the left side collision sensor 3L



exceeds the predetermined threshold N2.

The second side collision judgment unit lib is

provided to determine that the object has collided with

the vehicle side face, when the acceleration in the

vehicle right/left direction detected by the safing sensor

12 exceeds a predetermined threshold N3.

The behavior judgment unit lie is provided to

judge that the object concerned is about to collide with

the vehicle side face, based on an unstable behavior of

the vehicle. In other words, the behavior judgment unit

lie judges that the collision of the object with the

vehicle side face is in an inescapable state, or the

object is in a dangerous condition with a high possibility

of collision with the vehicle side face.

Specifically, the behavior judgment unit lie

determines that the behavior of the vehicle is in an

unstable state, when a control start signal is received

from the VSC device 13a.

The main judgment processing unit H d is

provided to transmit a control signal to each of the side

air bag devices 5R and 5L when at least one of a judgment

of the second side collision judgment unit H b that the

object has collided with the vehicle side face and a

judgment of the behavior judgment unit H c that the

behavior of the vehicle is in an unstable state is

performed, and a judgment of the first side collision

judgment unit H a that the object has collided with the

vehicle side face is performed.

When a control signal is received from the main

judgment processing unit Hd, each of the side air bag

devices 5R and 5L is initiated so that the inflator

provided therein is driven and the corresponding one of

the side air bags 5R and 5L is deployed, thereby



protecting the passenger in the vehicle against vehicle

side collision.

Specifically, in the floor ECU 11 of FIG. 6 , the

output of the second side collision judgment unit lib and

the output of the behavior judgment unit lie are connected

to the inputs of an OR logic circuit lie, respectively,

and the output of the OR logic circuit lie and the output

of the first side collision judgment unit 11a are

connected to the inputs of an AND logic circuit Hf,

respectively.

In the embodiment of FIG. 6 , the second side

collision judgment unit H b outputs "1" to the OR logic

circuit He, if it judges that the object has collided

with the vehicle side face. And the behavior judgment

unit H c outputs "1" to the OR logic circuit He, if it

judges that the behavior of the vehicle is in an unstable

state.

Moreover, in the embodiment of FIG. 6 , the OR

logic circuit H e outputs "1" to the AND logic circuit Hf,

if "1" is received from at least one of the second side

collision judgment unit H b and the behavior judgment unit

Hc.

In the embodiment of FIG. 6 , the first side

collision judgment unit H a outputs "1" to the AND logic

circuit Hf, if it judges that the object has collided

with the vehicle side face. And the AND logic circuit H f

outputs "1" to the main judgment processing unit Hd, if

"1" is received from the OR logic circuit H e and "1" is

received from the first side collision judgment unit Ha.

Then the main judgment processing unit H d transmits a

control signal to the side air bag devices 5R and 5L based

on the output value "1" received from the AND logic

circuit Hf.



Next, a control process performed by the

passenger protection device 10 in this embodiment will be

explained. FIG. 7 is a flowchart for explaining the

control process performed by the passenger protection

device 10 in this embodiment.

For the sake of simplicity of description,

suppose the case in which a right side object collides

with a vehicle right side.

The right side collision sensor 3R detects

acceleration at the time the object collides with the

vehicle right side (S300) .

The first side collision judgment unit 11a

determines whether the acceleration detected by the right

side collision sensor 3R exceeds the predetermined

threshold N2, and the object has collided with the vehicle

right side (S310) .

The first side collision judgment unit H a

outputs "1" to the AND logic circuit llf, when it judges

that the object has collided with the vehicle right side

(S320).

On the other hand, the first side collision

judgment unit H a outputs "0" to the AND logic circuit Hf,

when it judges that the object has not collided with the

vehicle right side (S330) .

Simultaneously, the behavior judgment unit H c

determines whether the behavior of the vehicle is in an

unstable state, based on whether a control start signal is

received from the vehicle control device 13, such as the

VSC device 13a (S340) .

When it is determined at the step S340 that the

behavior of the vehicle is in an unstable state, the

behavior judgment unit H c outputs "1" to the OR logic

circuit H e (S350) .



On the other hand, when it is determined at the

step S340 that the behavior of the vehicle is not in an

unstable state, the behavior judgment unit lie outputs "0"

to the OR logic circuit lie (S3 60) .

Simultaneously, the safing sensor 12 detects

acceleration at the time the object collides with the

vehicle right side (S370) .

The second side collision judgment unit lib

determines whether the acceleration detected by the safing

sensor 12 exceeds the predetermined threshold N3, and the

object has collided with the vehicle right side (S380) .

The second side collision judgment unit lib

outputs "1" to the OR logic circuit lie, when it

determines that the object has collided with the vehicle

right side (S390) .

On the other hand, the second side collision

judgment unit lib outputs "0" to the OR logic circuit lie,

when it determines that the object has not collided with

the vehicle right side (S400) .

The OR logic circuit lie outputs "1" to the AND

logic circuit Hf, when "1" is received from the behavior

judgment unit H c or the second side collision judgment

unit H b (S410) .

The AND logic circuit H f determines whether "1"

is received from the first side collision judgment unit

H a and the OR logic circuit H e (S420) . The AND logic

circuit H f output "1" to the main judgment processing

unit Hd, when it determines that "1" is received from the

first side collision judgment unit H a and the OR logic

circuit H e (S430) .

On the other hand, the AND logic circuit H f

output "0" to the main judgment processing unit Hd, when

"0" is received from the first side collision judgment



unit 11a or the OR logic circuit lie (S440) .

The main judgment processing unit H d transmits

a control signal to the right side air bag device 5R based

on the output value "1" received from the AND logic

circuit Hf. When the control signal is received from the

main judgment processing unit Hd, the right side air bag

device 5R is initiated, so that the inflator is driven and

the right side air bag is deployed (S450) .

Although the case in which an object collides

with the vehicle right side has been described in the

above-mentioned embodiment, a case in which an object

collides with the vehicle left side is essentially the

same as in the above-mentioned embodiment, and a

description thereof will be omitted.

In the passenger protection device 10 of the

above-mentioned embodiment, when at least one of a

judgment of the second side collision judgment unit H b

that the object has collided with the vehicle side face

and a judgment of the behavior judgment unit H c that the

behavior of the vehicle is in an unstable state is

performed, and a judgment of the first side collision

judgment unit H a that the object has collided with the

vehicle side face is performed, the side air bag of the

corresponding one of the side air bag devices 5R and 5L is

deployed in order to protect the passenger in the vehicle

against the vehicle side collision. Accordingly, the

judgment that the object has collided with the vehicle can

be performed accurately, and the passenger protection unit

can be initiated certainly. Therefore, the malfunction of

the passenger protection device 10 can be prevented and

the passenger protection unit can be initiated certainly.

In addition, in the passenger protection device

10 of the above-mentioned embodiment, the behavior



judgment unit lie determines whether the behavior of the

vehicle is changed into an unstable state, such as a skid

or a spin of the vehicle, and when vehicle side collision

occurs, the side air bag devices 5R and 5L can be

initiated certainly.

Next, a modification of the passenger protection

device 10 in the above-mentioned embodiment will be

explained.

In the above-mentioned embodiment, the behavior

judgment unit lie of the floor ECU 11 determines whether

the behavior of the vehicle is in an unstable state, based

on whether a control start signal is received from the

vehicle control device 13. Alternatively, the behavior

judgment unit lie may be configured so that it determines

whether the behavior of the vehicle is in an unstable

state, based on a yaw rate of the vehicle detected by a

yaw rate sensor. For example, the behavior judgment unit

lie may be configured so that it determines that the

behavior of the vehicle is in an unstable state, when the

yaw rate of the vehicle detected by the yaw rate sensor

exceeds a predetermined value.

In this case, a yaw rate sensor which is

disposed at the central part of the vehicle is connected

to the floor ECU 11. The yaw rate sensor transmits the

detected yaw rate of the vehicle to the floor ECU 11.

The above-mentioned embodiment of FIG. 5 may be

configured so that, when the behavior judgment unit lie

judges that the behavior of the vehicle is in an unstable

state, based on the control start signal from the vehicle

control devices 13, such as the VSC device 13a, the

predetermined threshold N3 of the second side collision

judgment unit lib is changed to a smaller value.

The safing sensor 12 is disposed at the central



part of the vehicle which is distant from the vehicle side

face which an object collides with. For this reason, the

acceleration detected by the safing sensor 12 may have the

amount of attenuation which is larger than that of the

acceleration detected by the side collision sensors 3R and

3L disposed in the vehicle side faces. Therefore, the

second side collision judgment unit lib can judge the

collision of an object with the vehicle side face more

certainly by reducing the predetermined threshold N3.

In addition, after checking that the behavior

judgment unit lie determines that the behavior of the

vehicle is in an unstable state and there is a high

possibility of collision of an object with the vehicle

side face, the predetermined threshold N3 is reduced.

Thus, erroneous detection of vehicle side collision can be

prevented certainly and the malfunction of the passenger

protection device 10 can be prevented.

The present invention is not limited to the

above-described embodiments, and variations and

modifications may be made without departing from the scope

of the present invention.

For example, in the above-described embodiments,

the acceleration sensors are used as the right side

collision sensor 3R and the left side collision sensor 3L.

Alternatively, pressure sensors or the pressure sensors

and the acceleration sensors in combination may be used

instead. The pressure sensors in such alternative

embodiment are provided to detect a pressure of the object

acting on the vehicle side face at the time of vehicle

side collision.

In the above-mentioned embodiments, the side air

bag devices 5R and 5L are used. Alternatively, curtain

shield air bag devices 7R and 7L or the curtain shield air



bag devices 7R and 7L and the side air bag devices 5R and

5L in combination may be used instead as shown in FIG. 2 .

The curtain shield air bag devices 7R and 7L in such

alternative embodiment are air bags which are disposed

extending from the front pillar to the C pillar of the

backseat in the vehicle, and provided to protect the side

of a passenger's head at the time of vehicle side

collision.

In addition, in the composition where the

curtain shield air bag devices 7R and 7L are disposed, a

pair of right and left acceleration sensors (satellite

sensors) 8R and 8L for these air bags as shown in FIG. 2

may be disposed in the rear side parts of the vehicle for

performing 'the side collision detection.

Further, the present application is based upon

and claims the benefit of priority of Japanese patent

application No. 2006-079114, filed on March 22, 2006, the

entire contents of which are incorporated herein by

reference.



CLAIMS

1 . A passenger protection device comprising:

an object detection unit detecting a relative

position of an object in a circumference of a vehicle, to

the vehicle;

a side collision prediction unit predicting that

the object is about to collide with a side face of the

vehicle, based on the relative position detected by the

object detection unit;

an impact detection unit detecting an impact of

the object on the vehicle side face;

a side collision judgment unit determining

whether the object has collided with the vehicle side face,

based on the impact detected by the impact detection unit;

and

a passenger protection unit protecting a

passenger in the vehicle,

wherein, when the side collision prediction unit

predicts that the object is about to collide with the

vehicle side face and the side collision judgment unit

determines that the object has collided with the vehicle

side face, the passenger protection unit is initiated.

2 . The passenger protection device of claim 1 ,

wherein the impact detection unit includes at least one of

a pressure sensor and an acceleration sensor which detect

an impact of the object on the vehicle side face.

3 . The passenger protection device of claim 1 ,

wherein the object detection unit includes at least one of

an ultrasonic sensor which transmits an ultrasonic wave to

the object, a radar sensor which transmits an electric



wave to the object, and an imaging sensor which acquires

an image of the object.

4 . A passenger protection device comprising:

a first impact detection unit disposed in a

vehicle side face of a vehicle to detect an impact of an

object on the vehicle side face;

a first side collision judgment unit determining

whether the object has collided with the vehicle side face,

based on the impact detected by the first impact detection

unit;

a second impact detection unit disposed in a

position different from a position of the first impact

detection unit to detect an impact of the object on the

vehicle side face;

a second side collision judgment unit

determining whether the object has collided with the

vehicle side face, based on the impact detected by the

second impact detection unit;

a behavior judgment unit determining whether a

behavior of the vehicle is in an unstable state; and

a passenger protection unit protecting a

passenger in the vehicle,

wherein, when the first side collision judgment

unit determines that the object has collided with the

vehicle side face and either the second side collision

judgment unit determines that the object has collided with

the vehicle side face, or the behavior judgment unit

determines that the behavior of the vehicle is in an

unstable state, the passenger protection unit is initiated.

5 . The passenger protection device of claim 4 ,

wherein the second side collision judgment unit determines



that the object has collided with the vehicle side face,

when a value of the impact detected by the second impact

detection unit exceeds a predetermined threshold, and the

second side collision judgment unit reduces the

predetermined threshold when the behavior judgment unit

determines that the behavior of the vehicle is in an

unstable state.

β. The passenger protection device of claim 4 ,

wherein each of the first impact detection unit and the

second impact detection unit includes at least one of a

pressure sensor and an acceleration sensor which detect an

impact of the object on the vehicle side face.

7 . The passenger protection device of claim 4 ,

wherein the first impact detection unit is disposed in the

side face of the vehicle.

8 . The passenger protection device of claim 4 ,

wherein the second impact detection unit is disposed at a

central part of the vehicle.

9 . The passenger protection device of claim 4 ,

wherein the behavior judgment unit determines whether the

behavior of the vehicle is in an unstable state, based on

an output signal received from a vehicle control device

which performs a control process to stabilize an operation

of the vehicle.

10. The passenger protection device of claim 1 ,

wherein the passenger protection unit is an air bag device

disposed in the side face of the vehicle.
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